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A band apart
Toronto’s financial core just got a few more uninspiring bars

BY DAVID BALZER   October 27, 2010 20:10

Ian Wallace, who is currently showing at the Power Plant, comes with

plenty of Canadian acclaim: he won the Governor General’s Award in

Visual and Media Arts in 2004, and the $50,000 Molson Prize in 2009.

Still, you may not have heard of him, though you may be aware of

Jeff Wall and Rodney Graham, both of whom Wallace taught — all

Vancouverites, all “photoconceptualists,” as the visual-arts media

has designated them, and all three are around the same age. But

Wallace, who hails originally from Shoreham, UK, got his break a

little earlier, and his work bears many hallmarks of the post–Michael

Snow Canadian art establishment of the late-’70s and ’80s: austere,

formalist, unrelentingly philosophical and remote even when it gazes

out into the world. Wallace is the kind of artist for whom a mere frame or plank can offer an endless

series of representational problems.

At the Power Plant, Wallace exhibits a new series, part of the gallery’s prestigious Commissioning

Program, entitled Abstract Paintings I-XII (The Financial District): photographs of the titular Toronto area

with bars of colour on either side of them. Though there is an ostensible focus on real-life issues — i.e.,

the pulse of Canadian capitalism during a global recession — the series is, to put it mildly, not a crowd-

pleaser. Interestingly, Wallace’s colour bars suggest, rather unmistakably, famous American painter

Barnett Newman, whose own blue-red-blue minimalist work, Voice of Fire, was purchased in 1990 for

$1.8 million by Ottawa’s National Gallery, with much public controversy. Twenty years later, the question

about such work isn’t so much, “Is it art?” (of course it is) as “Is it good art?”

To his credit, Wallace has demonstrated how capitalist activity is arranged along sleek design planes —

how modern or postmodern architecture literally reflects and articulates the activity of the business

people who finance and dwell within it. But this is well-known to those who have the education to

detect it, and has been articulated many times, with more affecting flair. (Personally, I prefer to get it

from Antonioni’s 1962 film L’eclisse.) Without this context, moreover, the work is largely mute.

Wallace’s views of Bay and Wellington Streets are too prosaic to resonate forcefully by themselves as

concepts. (Indeed, they pale in comparison to Voice of Fire’s sheer colour drama.) The image isn’t what

it used to be; the contemporary artist who feels an urge to convey something beyond form must do

something to enliven it.

One sees in Wall and Graham, for all their similar faults, a concession to this: often an unabashed love

of the narrative pleasures of, say, old-master painting and cult cinema. (On this note, you may want to

check out Pae White’s show, running alongside Wallace’s at the Power Plant. While not utterly thrilling,

White’s digitally woven tapestries are, at the very least, spectacularly large and vibrant.) Wallace,

however, has stuck to his guns. Some might call this principled; others, a distressing example of the

Canadian and international avant-garde’s tendency to rarify, trendify and, ultimately, to nullify itself.
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